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Based on considerations formulated by Gibbs (16). Donnan (11) has 
shown that when a membrane separates two solutions of eleotrolytes. one of 
which oontains one ion which oannot diffuse through the membrane. while all 
the other ions are diffusible. there will result an unequal distribution ot 
the diffusible ions on the opposite sides of the membrane. At equilibrium 
the products of the concentrations of eaoh pair of oppositely charged dif-
fusible ions on the opposite sides of the membrane are equal. The manner in 
which Donnan arrived at these conolusions may beat be described in his own 
words a 
"We suppose that the membrane (indicated in the following diagram 
by a vertical line) be impermeable tor the anion R of .. salt JaR 
(and also for the nondissooiated part of the salt JaR). but per-
meable for all the other ions and salts to be oonsidered in this 
oonnection. ••••• Suppose that in the beginning we have a 
solution of JaR on one side ot the membrane (indicated by a vertical 
line). and of WaCl on the other side 
Ha+ Ifa + 
R- cn-
(1) (2) 
In this oase laCl will diffuse from (2) to (1). In the end the 
following equilibrium will result: 
Ha + Ha+ 
(1) (2 ) 
1 
When this equilibr.i'. is established, the energy required to 
transport reversibly and ilothermally 1 gram molecule Na+ 
2 
tram (2) to (1) equals the energy which can be gained by the 
corresponding reversible and isothermal transport of a gram 
molecule 01-. In other words, we consider the following 
infinitely small isothermal and reversible change of the system. 
~ h Mol Na+ (2) ~ (1) 
~ h )(01 01 - (2) -+ (1) 
The energy which can be gained in this way (i.e'., the diminution 
ot tree energy) is zero, hence. 
or 
(2) 
dh .RT log [la+] 2 
CNa"'] 1 
+~ t\.RT log [01-J 2 : 0 
[Ol-Jl 
where the brackets signit,y molar concentrations." 
Wilson (58) has ShOWD that the latter equation of Donnan can also be 
derived electrostatically. He points out that in passing from one phase to 
another, the oppOSitely charged ions must move in pairs, since they would 
otherwise set up powerful eleotrostatic forces which would prevent their 
tree diffusion. The rate of transfer of the diffusible ions tram one lide 
of the membrane to the other would depend upon the frequency with which theY' 
chance to Itrike the membrane in pairs. Thil frequency is measured by the 
product of the concentrations of the ionl in a given pair. At equilibrium, 
the rate of transfer of Na+ and 01-, for example, trom one side of the mem-
brane to the other exactly equals the rate of transfer of thele ionl in the 
opposite direction, frOll which it folloW's that the product of the concentra-
tiona of these ions has the same value on both sides ot the membrane. For 
any number of mono~onovalent lonogens present in the system. the product of 
the concentrations of any pair of diffusible and oppositely charged ions 
will have the same value in both solutions. 
Since on the side which contains the non-diffusible anion the oon-
oentration of oations Ba is the sum of the oations in oombination with the 
Cl plus the cations in combination with the non-diffusible anion. while on 
the other side of the membrane the conoentration of the Na ions il only that 
of the Ba in combination with Cl and equal to the concentration of the Cl. 
Donnan'. equation can only be satisfied it 
[Na+] 1 
and 
This ditference in the ooncentration of the diffusible ionl on opposite 
sides of the membrane leads to a potential difference between them which 
Donnan show. must, on the basis of Nernst's formula. be expressed by the 
following equation. 
(3) 
- Tf2 • JU' log 
F 
fila +] 2 • RT log 
[Na +J 1 
[cr] 1 
[Cl-] 2 
Loeb (26) has tested this consequence of the Gibbs-Donnan theory for 
solutions of protein salts separated froa water by a oollodion membrane. 
with the result that the theory was completely confirmed. 
Donnan's tinal equation oan also be written as tollows. 
(4) 
-
It is th1e torm. 1IIb.ich wi 11 be used throughout thi s paper, with the under-
standing that the equation applies to ion activitie •• 
Barcroft, et al (5) in attempting to explain whT the pH inside cell. 
is lower than the pH ot serllR, suggested that a Donnan "membrane equilibrium 
occurred at the boundary of the corpusole. They were ot the opinion that 
hemoglobin, beoause ~t its enormous moleoular weight, could provide only a 
negligible part of the total ionio oharge. Thus, they believed that iAny 
ditterences in distribution of H-ions (as well as the other diffusible ions) 
would be due to an inequality in the concentration of the cations (negleot-
ing, for sillplioity, the conoentration of the non-c1iffusible phosphate 
anions, which they oonsidered relatively small) on the two sides of the 
·oorpusoular envelope." Sinoe the basic ion concentration ot the plasma was 
tound by thea to be praotically cODstant, they believed that small natural 
ditferenoes and possibly small progressive ohange., produced Dy time or by 
aool~tization, in the basic ion concentration inside the red corpusole 
were the responsible taotors. 
Conourrently wi th the paper ot Baroroft and his oollaborators, Warburg 
(57) published a paper in Whioh he discussed the unequal distribution ot 
permeable ions aoross the red blood oorpuscle membrane, and developed 
5 
equations in which the buffer ~ffects of cell and pl~~ proteins were in-
dieated. However, he was unable to calculate the actual amounts of Dase 
balanced by negative protein charges. At this time Van Slylee, Hastingl, 
Heidelberger, and Neill (46) had derived an equation showing the amount of 
bale bound by oxygenated hemoglobin am had found, because or i tl polyvalent 
acid character, it is able to oombine with an appreoiable amount of bale. 
As used here, the word !?!!.! refers to a substanoe whioh can gain a proton. 
In 192", by assuming that oRotio pressure is equaJ. in oel1s and 
serum, ~nd that the distribution of diffusible ions between cells and aerua 
i8 influenced by the non-diffusible ions according to Donnan's law, Van 
Slyke, Wu, and lIcLean (55) were able to derive an equation showing "the 
approximate relationship between the distribution of diffusible iona and 
the _ounts of alkali combined with the non-diffusible sUbstanoes (proteins) 
of the oells and serum." !heir equation took the forms 
(5) r - fB+J s 
- ~rjc fBHCO~] c - = - tM"'] 0 -- 8 SHc6s 11' 
1 
- ~p( fB]; fm,]g [BP1s) [BP] • 
where!. is the distribution ratio, [BP ] I represents the base bound to 
serum proteins, [BPJ c the base bound to hemoglobin, and [B] s the total 
base ot the serum. In order to apply this equation it was necessary for 
them to derive the equations expressing the amount of base bound by the 
proteins ot the serum and cells. These equations were found by using the 
~ ________________________________ 4'____ ' __ ' ____ '_ ••_M _____________________________ • 
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techniques ot Van Slyke, Bastings, Heidelberger, and Neill (46) to find the 
carbon dioxide-binding power, at various CO2 tensions, ot samples ot serua 
and cells, which had been dialyzed and to whioh had been added controlled 
amounts ot Cl and base, as HC03 (Na salts tor serum, and K salts tor cells). 
The pH of the solutions "4. derived trom -the Benderson-Hasselbalch equation 
pH : pI' + log [BRe03 J. On the basis ot experimental data of Cullen 
[~COsJ 
(1), pI' "4S taken to be 6.12 for both serum and cells. By plotting the 
amount of base found to be bound by serum prot_in, trom BP:: Total base-
bound CO2 , against pH a curve was obtained whose equation .... s d [BP]. : 
0.068 [p J.' (pHs - 4.80). In the case of cells two curves were obtained. 
The first, for reduced cells, ..... experimentally determined in the same 
manner as for ser\lll. The second, for oxygenated cells, was obtained by 
correcting the [BPJ c values obtained for reduced cells for the increase in 
equivalents ot alkali bound by hemoglobin when 1 molecule of oxygen was 
added, and plotting these corrected value. against p~. The equations for 
the two curves obtained are. 
(6) for reduced blood, [BP]c • SoSS [Bb Jc .(pHc - 6.14) and 
(1) for oxygenated blood, [BP] c = S.6 (Bb J c. (pH
o 
- 6.e) 
where [Bb ] c is hemoglobin in mols per liter. From these two equations 
another could be derived for blood with varying degrees of oxygen satura-
tiona 
J ______ ~ __________________________________ • _______ ~______ .~_. ____________________ ,
1 
(S) S.35 [Hb] 
o • (pH - 6.14) .(0.25 pHo - 1.lS) 
where [02 J
o 
is oxygen oontent in mols per liter. With these mathematioal 
expressions developed by Van Slyke, Wu, and I4oLean, the distribution ot 
eleotrolytes and water between oells and serum, and the manner in which the 
distribution is atteoted b.r ohanges in pH and oxygen oontent oould be pre-
dioted. The etteots ot varying C02 tensions on the distributions ratios tor 
Cl and HCOS in horse blood were investigated by Van Slyke, Wu, and KoLean, 
and the results were tound to approximate those predicted by their equation 





[C02] is the total CO2 oontent. [H2COS] represents the tree, dissolved 
CO2 , aDd was determined by the equation: 
(10) mil ~COS: ~ pC Os 
760 x .0224: 
C<is BUDsen's solubility ooetficient, representing the 00. ot C02, measured 
at 00 , 160 ma., that are dissolved by 1 00. of solution when under 160 mm. 
pressure ot the gas. It was tound by ass\IIling that the proteins present in 
blood do not affeot the solvent power of water, therefore, the solubility ot 
C02 in serum and cells _s thought to be the SUle as that tor a 0.16 )( salt 
solution. This baa been esttmated, tram the data ot Gettoken (15), to be 
equal to 98.S per oent ot the solubility in pure water. PC02, the CO2 
tension, was tound by analyzing the gas phase with whioh the whole blood 
had been equilibrated. Ser1lll and whole blood [Cl] was determined directly 
--------------------------------.~-------------------------------~ 
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by the method of Austin and Van Slyke (4). Cell [Cl] 1I8.S caloulated by 
difference. Van Slyke t WU t and McLean believed that deviations between the 
Cl and BOOS ratios might be explained by variations in ~t the activity 
coeffioient, in oells and in the 8erum, and that deviations of the8e two 
ratios trom the oalculated~ might be due to the faot that the application 
of the gas law8 to electrolyte solutions is approximate rather than exact. 
In 1925, Van Slyke t Hastings J Murray t and Sendroy (48) re-emphasized 
the importanoe of the activity ooefficient. .An improved method (44) for 
detenaining chlorides, which allowed direct analysis of cell., was used, and 
as a result, the curve they obtained when the [Cl] : [Cl ] ratios were 
c •. 
plotted against the pH of the serum at a given C02 tension 118.8 definitely 
lower than the [HC03 ]c:' (HC03 ] 8 curve. !his 1I&S in agreement with the 
results found by Warburg (51) in 1922. The U+aotiT1ties in reduced horse 
cells and serum were determined directly by the eleotrometrio method, and 
the pi' of Bas8elbalch'. equation for cell oontents was determined. A value 
of 5.93 1I8.S obtaiDed. !hi. pi' was then used in calculating the H+ 
acthitiea, by Haaselbaloh' I equation, in oxygenated blood, where the 
hydrogen electrode could not be used. The activities 10 estimated oould. be 
plaoed on a basis of measured eleotraaetric H+aotivity values. From the 
relationship in the distribution ratios of H+aotivities and Cl and HC03 
oonoentrations between serum and oe1l8, the relative aotivity ooefficient. 
tor ohloride and bioarbonate in serum and oells were estimated. Their 
9 




: 0.62 [HCOs ] 0 
[HC03 J. 
The distribution ratios for chloride, bioarbonate I and hydrogen were 
determined in reduoed blood as well as in axy~enat.d blood in order to 
alcertain 1IIb.ether r.duction, 1Ihich results in a leller amount of bas. being 
bound by hemoglobin (46,49). would cause the value of r to move near.r to 1. 
-
as oould b. p-.dicted by the equation d.rived by Van Slyke, Wu, and l40Lean 
(55). Thil was tound to oocur. The changes observed in the distribution 
ratios with change in serl.lll. pH and in the de~ree ot oxygenation of the 
hemoglobin approximated those pr.dict.d trom changes in the bas.-binding 
power of c.ll and serum proteins caus.d by ...... ryin~ pH and oxygenation. This 
gave strong support to the ...... lidity of the equation deriv.d b.r Van Slyke. 
Wu, and McLean (66) and to their assumption that the la ... ot Donnan holds tor 
the membran.s of the blood oells. That the non-diffusible base bound by 
hemo~lobin in the oells is the most improtant single constituent ot blood in 
determining the distribution of chloride. bicarbonate. and hydrogen ions 
seems to be .stablished by the above tacts. 
Bastings, S.ndroy, McIntosh. and Van Slyke (21) made a study of the 
ionio distribution in blood treshly drawn tram the human body. The analYles 
... ere all perforaed on the partially oxygenated venous blood. The LCl Jo : 
[Cl ] sand [BHC03 ] 0: [BHC03 ] 8 ratios .... r. calculated usin~ a correction 
10 
.nioh gave the valUes that would be obtained had the blood been oompletely 
oxygenated. This oorreotion was deduced traa result. obtained with oxygena-
ted and reduoed horse blood (48). The CO2 tension ot the blood was oaloula-
ted trOJll the total CO2 oontent ot the serum end the eleotrOllletrioally 
determined pHs by the tollowing tor.aula (Z)a 
(12) [C02 ] 
P = 
0.0691 eX 0 (loPR - pK' + 1) 
The value ot 6.10 tor pK's tound by Hastings, Sendroy, and Van Slyke (22) 
was used. The value ot 0(0 used, was that tounc1 by Van Slyke. Sendroy. 
Hastings, and Ifeill (49). [H2casJ a was calculated using thia new value tor 
0( o. and [H2COZ] 0 was oaloulated using the value ot 0( 0 toad tor cells 
by these workers. The distribution ratios tound tor ohloride and bioarboD-
ate averaged several per oent higher, i.e., ~ was oloser to 1, than in horse 
blood at the lame pHs. The ditterence appron_tea that which can be I 
oaloulated by the equation ot Van Slyke, Wu, and JIoLean (55) trOlll the lesser I, 
baae-binding power ot the colloidal oonstituents ot huaan oells. CaRparison 
ot the data ot Van Slyke, h, and JIoLean (56) on horse cell contents with 
those ot Adair (1) on hUlllNl cell contents indioates that the colloids ot the 
latter bind less base at a given pH. From tbese data it was caloulated that 
the !cl and 2C03 should be about 0.09 higher in huaan than in horse blood 
at the same pH. Experimentally it was shown that this was approximately the 
case tor both normal and pathologioal human blood. The taot that nor..al and 
pathological bloods gave aimilar results allowed these authors to oonolude 
r-;-" ---------. 
11 
"that the two faotor. whioh are theoreticallY' JIlOst iaportant in determininc 
the values of the ratios at 8I1Y' giTen pH are the total baae concentration in 
the serum and the blOglobin concentration in the cells, and that neither ot 
these is liable to !l'eat fluctuaticns in the condi tion8 studied. n The 
average ot their dfterminati ona on hUlllan blood showed the distribution ratios 
to be related as folloW81 
(13) [01] c : 0.8'1 [mOOs] c 
[01] I [mlOOs] s 
The difterence in &stributions was attributed to "tactors which aftect the 
act1 vi tY' cOGttioielts of 01 and HOOS anions in the cells, and. whioh we have 
thus tar been unable to identitY'.· 
Harkins and. Haatings (18) studied the distribution, in nvo and ilL vitro, 
ot chloride and bi~rbonate in dog blood in experiaental acidosis. For the 
in vivo studies, fif' times the quantity ot nor.aal hydrcchloric acid 
neoessary to halve the blood bioarbonate in vitro was injeoted into a femoral 
vein ot the do~. 111 general, when the ohloride ratios were plotted against 
pH, the experimental points tollowed the curves plotted from the equation of 
Van Sl,-ke. Wu, and A4cLe8l1 (55) tor horae blood. In the oase ot the 
oorresponding bioarbonate ratios there was tair oonsistenoy. They found the 
ohloride ratio to b' approxiBately equal to 1 at the isoeleotric point ot 
hauoglobin. This is in agre_811t _i th the equation ot Van Slyke. Wu, and 
McLean. However, ill the oase ot bicarbonate, the ratio exoeeded _itY' long 
betore the iaoelectria point was reached. 1his suggested to thea that the 
12 
oalculated bicarbonate values for cells were muoh too high, due either to 
there being an appreciable amount of UDdissooiated haaoglobin bicarbonate or 
to activity ohanges. In some of their experiments, where the pH was m.uch 
below the i.oeleotric point, they found bioarbonate ratios muoh greater than 
unity (even allowing tor the lowered activity in the cell.). Since the 
Donnan distribution law prediots a higher .conoentration ot dittusible aniona 
in oells than in serta "en the non-diffusible ion, in this case the heo-
globin aoting as a base, is a oation, the authors osae to the oonclusion 
that the validit)" ot the Van Slyke, Wu, ud )[CLou h1Pothea1s had been 
further strengthened. 
The existenoe o£ a direot oouination ot CO2 anel h_oglobin ..... d.an-
atrated b)" Bohr (6) who believed that this ocabination .... s one involving 
onl)" that group ot the h_oglobin molecule 1Ihiah also binds oxygen. 
Henriques (24) proposed that direot oombination ot CO2 and -HR2 oocurs, 
similar to that d_onstrated by Faurholt (12) with simple .. ino aoids. 
Henriques, and also Kargaria and Green (30), asserted that the C02 cCllllbined 
with a simple amino group of the oxygen linkage exolusively, and not with 
any other ainoe they found that the maxiaUlll amotmt ot CO2 1IIhich combined 
direotly wi. th hemoglobin as carbeaate .... s equal to the oxygen oapaci ty. 
However, Stadie and O'Brien (40) showed that the CO2 combined as oarbeaate 
may under suitable oonditions be three or four times the oxygen oapaoity. 
They conoluded that the oarbamate combination is not limited exclusively to 
the oxygen-binding group, but involves many, it not all, of the -!iH2 groups 
of the haoglobin m.oleoule. They also showed that carbamate tonaation 0 .. 
13 
be demonstrated in the oase ot horse serua protein, oontir.ming earlier work 
ot S1egfried (39), thus turDishing further evidenoe that the oombination is 
not limited to a prosthetic "gas" caabining group_ Stadie and O'Brien tound 
that an initially alkaline solution ot either oxyhemoglobin in or reduced 
hemoglobin at 380 showed 0 carbamate at isoelectrio pH when brought tc this 
pH by suttioient increase ot the equilibrium PC02. This was in line with the 
tindi~s ot ram-holt (12). )(eldr_ and Roughton (31), and Stadie and O'Brien 
(40). who showed, in the oase of the simple amino aOids, that the direct 
oombiuation of C02 is with the amphanion (COO-.R-BlI2) only, and not with the 
zwitter ion (COO-.:a.W3 ). Estimations ot carbamino-C~ in oxygenated and. 
reduced oell hemolyaate have been made by Ferguson and Roughton (14) and by 
Ferguson (13). Stadie and O'Brien (41) were able to prove that one equival-
ent ot hydrogen iODS is ionized for every mole ot C~ bound as oarbamate. 
Aooordingly, the equation ot the reaotion, in the case ot hemoglobin, is 
(14) 
where HbAa- represents carbamate. By substituting 0<. CO2 -PC02 tor CO2 , a.nd. 
applying the law of mass aotion theY' obtained the equation 
(15) 
0(002 • PO O2 (Hb-) 
By substituting (HC03-) (H+) /K' CO toro(CO -J:bo (sinoe 1'00 = 
222 2 
(BOO-) (Hi-) and then substituting (~) - (Bb.am-) tor (BOOS-) (sinoe 
cx.C02-PC02 
14 
(CO2) • (HCQ3-) + (BbAm-) , where (002) represents total bound CO2) they 
obtained the following equation for determining the proportion ot total bound 
CO2 existing as oarb_te 
(16) = 1 
l/KAa 
1 + K'CO ~ 
By this equation, and one for proteins in general, where Pr- replaoes Hb- and 
Pr.Am- replaces Bb.Am-. they oould oaloulate the partition ot the total C02 as 
bioarbonate and oarbamate in the oells and in the plasma ot whole horse blood 
Dill, Daly, and Forbes (8) redetermined the pK' Taluee tor human ser_ 
aDd reduced and oxygenated oells at 370 , "the temperature ot man," using the 
solubility ooefficients tor C~ found by Van Slyke, Sandroy, Hastings, and 
lelll (53). In agreement with Hastings, Sendroy, and Van Slyke (22), they 
tound a pK' for serum ot 6.11. In the usual physiologioal pH range ot human 
blood the pIC' tor oella in the oxygenated state _s found to be 6.04, and tor 
oells in the reduced state it was found to be 5.96. This latter value is 
only 0.01 higher than the reoa1oulated value found b7 Van S17ke, Bastings, 
Murray, and Sendroy (48). 
Dill, Edwards, and Conaolazio (9) aade a study ot the distribution 
ratio, ~, tor oombined C02, ohloride, and the hydrogen ion in relation to pHs 
ot oxygenated and reduced 'blood tr .. man at rest. Their ourve tor !.HC03 
plotted against pHI ot oxygenated blood _8 found to tit ver" olosely the 
va1uel found earlier by Dill, Daly, and Forbel (8). There wal a110 agre .. ent 
15 
,o.th the work ot Hastings, S.ndroy, McIntosh, and Van Slyke (21) with 
O%1genated blood. Howev.r, Dill, Edwards, and Con.olaato tound a wide div-
.rgence ot the OUrT.S tor oxygenat.d and r.duced blood in the alkaline rang., 
a charact.ristic which th.y thought 1I&a not in accord with the th.ory propo •• cl 
b1' Vo SlYD, W'u, and. McLean (55). Th. CurTes d.riv.d tor !,Cl .... re in better 
acoord wi th the th.ory, and the values obtaiDed tor oxygenat.d blood .... r. 
in agr ••• nt with tho •• tound by Bastinga, S.ndroy, IloIntoah, and Van Sly1c:e 
(21). Th. pH ot oxygenat.d and reduo.d r.d cel18 1I&a oaloulated by us. ot the 
Hend.rson-Hase.lbaloh .quation with the values ot pK' given by Dill, Daly, anel 
Forbes (8), and ourves tor the distribution of the hydrogen ion in relation tc 
pHs were deriv.d. Th.y tound that!B i. unique in that the value tor r.duced 
blood 18 lea8 than that tor oxygenat.d blood in the alkaline range, i.e., the 
CurTe. tor oxygenated and reduoed blood inters.ot. 
Dill, Talbot, and Coneolazio (10) tound that the distribution ot co.-
bined C02 in blood ot man i. not appreoiably chaD!ed at high altitudes, but 
that th.re is probably a slight r.duotion in!Cl. 
Dill, Edwards, and Consolaaio (9) used the values they obtain.d tor 
oxygenated and r.duoed blood to oonvert values whioh th.y tound tor arterial 
blood into synthetic venoua blood values. Th.y then d.t.rmin.d !liC03 and!.cl 
tor art.ria1 and venous blood. By applying Fergu.on'. (13) .stimations they 
oalculat.d the BbC02 oont.nt ot arterial o.lls and ot venous oells. Th •• e 
values are uaed to caloulate the distribution ot the oth.r torms ot oombi:aed 
C02 between o.lls aDd serua. The distribution ratio in arterial blood tor 
coabined C02 oth.r than HbC~ wa.a tound to b. the 8&IIl. aa the diatribution 
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ratio tor chloride. However, in venous blood the ratio proved to be much le •• 
than the chlorid. ratio. fb ••• authors suggest that Ferguson's measurements, 
which were done on hOJRogenous hemo17sate, ma7 not be applioable to whole blood 
where there is an opportunity tor dividing the transport ot C~ between c.lla 
and s.rura. 
Dill, Edwards, and Consola&io developed equations tor calculating BPc • 
the base bound b.1 hemoglobin and other non-dittusible constituents in human 
r.d cells. It was a ... ed that the pHc of miniaal base-binding is the same 
tor hUlUn hamoglobin aa that given by Van Slyke •• u, and )(cLean (55) tor 
horse hemoglobin_ Th.y correct.d these p~ value. tor the r.vis.d pK' c ot 
Dill. Daly. and Forb.s (8). titration curves were plott.d in a manner 
similar to that ot Van Slyke, .u, and )(cLean, and the tollowing .quations 
were d.riveds 
For ar,ygenated blood 
(1'1) BPc • Hb02- [-o.5(pRc)2 + lO.625PBo - 48.46] 
For reduced blood 
(18) 
In the ••• quation., BPo·.i •• xpr •••• d in milli-.quivalents per lit.r. The oon-
centration ot oxyhamoglobin, Rh02' i. expre.sed in terms ot mJ( ot combined 
oxy-gen per liter ot blood. The millimolar conc.ntration ot reduc.d hemoglobin 
Hb, is the difterenoe between the oxygen-ocmblning oapaci ty and the combined 
oxyg.n pre.ent_ 
1'1 
Rapoport and Guest (35), using the oorreotions required for oarbamate 
a. indioated by Meldrum and Roughton (31), FergusOD and Roughton (14), 
Ferguson (13), and Stadie and OtBrien (40), and the pXt 0 found by Dill, Dal,., 
and Forbes (8), reoaloulated the data of Van Sl,.ke, Bastings, Murra,., and 
Sendro,. (48), and found the distribution ratios for bioarbonate, ohloride, 
and hydrogen ion to agree 0108el,.. The relationship ... re 
for reduced blood. 
(19) [H +].![H +] 0 : 0.91 [c~cI [Ci).: 0.94 [HC03] 01 [HCas] s. 
for oxygenated blood. 
(20) [H+]./[H+]o : 1.06 [Cl]cI[Cl]. : [Hc03 ]oI[HC03 ]s. 
HoweYer, upon reoaloulation ot the pH ot the oells, with the pX'o determined 
b,. Dill, Daly, and Forbes, and the value tor the solubility ooeffioient ot 
CO2 determined by Van Slyke, Sendroy, Hastings, and Beill, they show the 
hydrogen ion distribution ratios found by Van Slylee, Wu, and MoLean, to be 
lowered. They alao point out that recaloulation ot the theoretical distri-
bution ratiOS using a moleoular weight of 66,800 for hemoglobin, based on 
data ot Adair (2) and SYedberg and Niohola (43), instead ot the 16,700 used 
by Van SlYEe, Wu, and lIoLean, leads to a higher Talue of!.. Rapoport and 
Guest suggest that ooncentration and anion equlTalenoy of hem.oglobin aDd also 
ot diphosphogl70erate should be taken into aooount in using the equation of 
Van Sl,.ke, lI'u, and KcLean to oalculate the theoretioal distribution ratios 
of diftuaible iODs. When tilis 11&.8 done, it daonstrated fair agreaent 
r;-----.._--/ -------. 
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between theoretical ratios and observed distribution ratios for ohloride, 
bicarbonate (oorreoted for oarbamate 002 in the oells), and bJdrogBn iona in 
dog blood, betore and after pylorio obstruotion. !hua, support for the 
validity of the Donnan theory a8 applied to dog blood was offered. 
Peters, Tulin, Danowski, and Bald (34) made an analysis of data, 001-
leoted in their laboratory over a period of twenty years (33, 34, 56), deal-
ing with the effects ot varying 002 tension, of adding ohloride or bioarbon-
ate salts of sodium and potassium, _ter and hotonio sucrose solutions; and 
ot autoglyoo1ysis, on the distributions of oombined O~ and ohloride between 
oella and p1aaaa of OXYgBDated blood. The response of the distribution 
ooetrioient for bioarbonate to a given ohange of pH .... found to be greater 
when this i8 produced by altering bioarbonate than it is when O~ tension 18 
varied. They oonoluded fram this that the variation of distribution 
ooeffioients with pH se ... to depend upon the manner in whioh pH is altered. 
!her found that the addition of ohloride atfeoted the distribution 
ooeffioient for ohloride more than the distribution ooetfioient tor bioarbon-
ate, whereas the addi ti on of bioarbonate has a greater etfeot on the dis-
tribution ooeftioient tor bioarbonate. They oonoluded trom this that when a 
salt 01' either ohloride or bioarboaate ia added to blood, the distribution 
ooetfioient of the added oomponent riaes more rapidly than that ot the other 
oompODent beoause the incre.nt oontributes more to the aotive than to the 
inaotive traction. They tound DO real redistribution of ohloride or bioar-
bonate when isotonio suoroae eolution was added in amount suffioient to 
apprOximately double the 'fOlllll8 ot the aerum.. This led them. to state. "It 
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blood ie reprded ae a system. in whioh two media are separated by a meJIlbrane 
impermeable to cations and a large proporti on of anions, but treely permeable 
to water, it is olear that the addition to blood ot an i80J1l01ar solution ot a 
nonpenetrating noneleotrolyte should have no other etteot than to dilute in 
the serum those electrolytic cOBponents .nioh are not restrained. On the 
other hand, the Gibbs-Derman principle would require that the anions aDd 
oations tc which the membrane is permeable should redistribute themselwa 
according to a detini te rule whioh, in blood, appears to be violated." 
In view ot the apparent disorepancies mioh have been indic&ted, a 
thorough re-investigation ot the distribution of the eleotrolytes between 
cells and pl&sma, wi. thin the r&nges ot normal pbysi ologieal condi tiona as well 
as under certain abnormal pathologic&l conditiona, seema desirable. There-
tore, experiment, bave been carried out designed to test further the n.Udity 
ot the application of Donnan. t a law to the red blood cell membrane, and to 
explain exi'ting va.riations from expeoted theoretical n.lues. 
The distribution ooefficients for chloride, bioarbollAte, and hydrogen 
ions in normal human blood have been determiDed. A study has been made ot the 
ettect of oxygenation ot the hemoglobin, and of alteration of the pH of the 
blood by varying the CO2 tension. The ~k of Peters' group (34), in whioh 
the effeot on the distribution ratios for chloride and bicarbollAte ot all. 
increase in ohloride or bicarbollAte ooncentration was studied, has been re-
peated, and the effect of lowered ohloride or bicarbonate concentration has 
~.------------------------------~. 
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a180 been studied. A study of the dhtribution ratio tor the hydrogen ion 
bas been inoluded in these experiments. In view of the faot that Peters t 
group studied only the redistribution ot chloride and bioarbonate after the 
addition of ilatonio luorOle solution to blood, it seemed desirable to stuq, 
the etteot that this add1tion has on the distribution ratios for ohloride, 
bioarbonate, and hydrogen ions. Therefore, experiments have been carried out 
which determine this ettect. 
Faotors which seemed likely to bave a bearing upon the distribution 
coeftioients haTe been oarefully oontrolled, and oertain refinements ot 
previous teohniquel bave been developed. The termperature ot the blood haa 
been held oonstant throughout all the manipulations to which the blood waa 
subjeoted, until the oells and serum were aeparated. Because Barris (19) has 
stated that there is a metabolio tunction, related to glyoolysis, which is 
responsible tor the manner in Wbioh the cations, sodium and potaasium, are 
distributed across the human red blood cell m_brane, the etfect ot glycolysis 
upon the distribution ot ditfusible ions has been studied and controlled. • 
new teohnique has been developed which permits separation of oella and ser\l!l, 
or pla ... , without exposure to air, so that 10s8 ot CO2 has been prevented 
completely. Eleotrometric measurements ot the hydrogen ion aotivit)" in the 
oells and serum. ot both oxygenated and reduoed blood have been made. bY' the 
use of a glass electrode. 
Procedure 
Ini tial treatment of blood - Approximately 100 mi. of hum.an venous 
blood, drawn mostly from medical students, was collected in aD Erlenmeyer 
flask and defibrinated by whipping with a glass rod, without delay. The 
defibrinated blood was usually filtered through gauze. After this treatment, 
the blood was found to bave a serum pH of approximately 7.4 and an oxygen-
saturation of approximately 75 per cent. !he per cent of cells (cell volume) 
present was dete~ned by centrituging samples in Wintrobe hematocrit tubes 
at 2,500 r.p.m. Readings were taken at 15 minute intervals. Usually four 
such periods ot oentritugationwere required to attain constant volume. The 
amount of hemoglobin present in the whole blood was determined by the Sendroy 
oxygen capacity method (36). The solubility faotor established by Sendroy, 
Dillon, and Van Slyke (37) was used in making corrections for physically 
dissolved 02. 
Attainment of desired CO2 and 02 tensions - The blood was poured into 
two specially constructed centrifuge tubes (Fig. 1), with oapaoities ot 
45 ml., oontaining an outlet and a capillary tube leading to the bottom. 
The capillary tube, A, was filled with Bg and closed at the top with a piece 
of rubber tubing and a small olamp_ The delivery tube, B, was then con-
neated, by means ot apprOximately 7 em. of rubber tubing, to a ~OO oc. tono-
meter containing a desired gas mixture. The blood was equilibrated with the 
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Fig. 1. Wodified centrifuge tube for separation of 





gas mixtures in a manner similar to the first saturation method of Austin, 
Cullen, Bastings, VcLean, Peters, and Van Slyke (4). !he equilibrations 
.ere carried out at atmospherio pressure, and the final C02 tension was 
determined b7 ana17sis. The tonometer and centrifuge tube were then sub-
0-+0 merged in a water bath, which was maintained at 37 C. - 0.01 and allowed 
to attain approximate17 this temperature. Atmospherio pressure was again 
established b7 opening the stopcook of the tonometer. All of the liquid 
phase in the oentrifuge tube was allowed to enter the tonometer and the con-
tainers were rotated in a lateral position in the bath for fifteen minutes. 
The liquid phase was allowed to flow back into the oentrifuge tube and atmos-
pheric pressure Was established b7 opening the tonometer stopoook. The 
liquid phase was returned to the tonometer and the containers rotated for 
fifteen minutes more. The liquid phase was returned to the centrifuge tube 
onoe more and the conneoting rubber tube was olosed bY' a olamp. A new gas 
mixture, identioal to the previous one, was prepared in the tonometer and 
the two fifteen minute saturations as described above were repeated. This 
overall saturation of one hour was found suffioient to establish equilibrium 
in these s7Btems. The blood was allowed to flow back into the oentrifuge 
tube as oomplete17 as possible. The conneoting tube was olosed with a small 
olUl.p near the outlet of the oentrifuge tube and with another olamp near the 
opening of the tol1Ometer. The rubber tubing was out. The 300 cc. tonometer 
was set aside for anal7Bes of the gas phase. 
The oentrifuge tube was submerged in a small water bath maintained at 
~~~~-------------------------------- -----------------.--.... ----.... ------~ 
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o 37 C. The 81II.all portion ot the gas remaining with the blood was reDlOTed by 
displaoement with Bg run through the oapillary tube. The two olamps were 
then tightened. 
Separation ot aerwa and oells - The blood was then oentrituged tor 
thirty minutes at approximately 2,200 r.p.m. at a temperature ot 370 C. 
0.50 maintained wi thin the oentrifuge drum by m.eans ot a heater and a ther-
moregulator. The oentrituge tubes were again plaoed in the small 370 C. 
water bath and the serum. and oells were separated by transtering them to 
small vessels, over Bg, by displacement as shown in Fig. 2. The tirst 
1 to 2 cc. ot serum was wasted, atter whioh serum and cells, unexposed to 
air, were oolleoted. Two vessels were used tor holding the oells ot eaoh 
portion ot blood. To the tirst ves.sel, containing 0.15 co. ot 5 per cent 
saponin, there were delivered 5 ml. ot cells to be hemolyzed tor pH deter-
m.1nation; the second vessel, without saponin, reoeiTed the remainder of the 
cells tc be used for CO2, Cl, and ~O determinations. The serum. obtained by 
this method was almost completely tree of oells, while the cells contained 
3 per cent of serua by volume as determined by high speed centritugations to 
constant volume of samples in 10 al. "milk-tat" centrifuge tubes. 
The pH and C02 content ot the cells, and the CO2 tension ot the gas 
phase were determined as soon as possible to minimise errors due to turther 
glycolysis. The remainder of the necessary determinationa were done when 
oonvenient. 











Apparatus used for separating serum and oe11s. 
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the heaolyzed oells, and its Hg leveling bulb were placed in an incubator 
"hich housed the glass electrode, and which was maintained at 310 C. rbe 
glass electrode system consisted of a micro glass electrode of the type 
desoribed by MaoInnes and Belcher (21), in conjunction with a Thermionic 
Amplifier, used with a sui table galvanometer to attain a senei ti vi ty of 
± 0.003 pH, with an aoouracy of -0.011 pH (38). When the vessel and its 
contents attained the temperature of the incubator, the cells were trans-
ferred to the glass electrode through a piece of glass oapillary tubing by 
Hg displaoement. Atter wasting the first I to 2 al., this method permitted 
transfer without exposure to air. The pH was measured on several sucoes-
sive portions, each of which displaced the previous one. After the pH of 
eaoh sample ot cells was measured, the glass eleotrode was washed thoroughly 
with isotonic lIaCl solution and then with distilled water. In spite of this 
prooedure, there seemed to be a gradual layering of protein on the glass 
membrane whioh, in time, oaused a dritting ot the e.m.f. being measured. 
This was eliminated by oleaning the glass eleotrode with ohromio aoid. 
Extreme preoautions were required so that looalised heating, due to the oon-
taot of chromio aoid with water, did not orack the membrane. The pH ot the 
cells was again measured after approximately tour hours had elapsed trom the 
time at which the cells and serum had been separated. The pH of the serum 
was measured in the same manner as the cells. [0( H +] was caloulated trom 
pH. 
A 0.05 K potassium acid phthalate solution was used as a standard (28). 




This in turn was atandardized against a phosphate butter solution of known 
pH (acoording to Bastings and Sendroy (20), containing 20 parts M/l5 K~P04 
to 80 parts M/15 Ba2BP04. 
Determination of C02 oontent of serum and oells - The determination of 
the C02 content ot the serum was done aocording to Van Slyke and Neill (50). 
However, weighed samples were used so oonditions involving CO2 loss simulated 
those for oell analyses, for whioh measurement of samples by volume is dif-
ficult. The serum, and oells, were forced up into a one ml. stopoook pipette 
so that there was no air spaoe lett in the pipette. A oap was plaoed over 
the oPening while the samples were being weighed, and was removed when the 
samples were introduoed into the reaction ohamber ot the Van Slyke -Beill 
manometrio blood gas apparatus. Approximately three minutes elapsed from 
the time the sample waa removed trom the vesael and transferred to the 
reaotion ohamber. Control experiments were oarried out in which samples of 
serum were measured by volume,' and the amount of C02 found per gram (from 
specifio gravity determinations) was oompared to that found in weighed sam-
plea. Of the CO2 present in serum, approximately 0.3 per oent is lost in 
the time required tor weighing the samples. Sinoe this. loss is so small, 
it has been assumed that approximately the same amount of C02 present in the 
cells oould be lost in this time. Consequently these losses would oanoel 
one another when ratios tor oells to serum are oalculated. Two and one-half 
ml. ot 0.1 N laotio acid were used to free the CO2 from the serum. Six ml. 
of B/aO laotio acid were used to free the C02 trom the oells (21). An 
,----------------~-----.--.*-,------------. 
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~raction period of six minutes was required. The pressure of the extracted 
002' Pl, was measured at 2.0 cc. Toluae. The CO2 from serum was absorbed 
~th 0.3 ml. of 5 N NaOH. For cells, 1 ml. of air free 1 B NaOHwas used. 
P2 was measured at 2.0 cc. Blank analJSes were carried out, with the appro-
priate lactic acid solution replacing the serum or cells. 
Determination of CO2 in the gas phase - Two methods were used for deter-
mining the CO2 tension of the gas phase with which the blood had been equi-
librated, depending upon the amount of CO2 used. For the experiments in 
which 40 JIIJIl. and 100 JIIJIl. of the C02 were used, the Van Slyke and Sendro7 
absorption method (52) was used. A sample of the gas was measured in the 
Van Slyke-Neill apparatus, and the diminution of pressure noted after absorp-
tion of the CO2 in the chamber with sodiu. h7droxide was used to calculate 
the concentration of the CO2 in the gas. When only 15 ma. of C02 was used, 
the Van Slyke, Sendroy, and Liu isolation method (54) was used. The CO2 in 
a sample of the gas was first isolated from the other gases by absorption 
with alkali solution in the chamber of the Van Slyke-Neill apparatus. The 
other gases were then ejected, the absorbed CO2 was set free by aCid, and 
was determined as in serum analfSes. 
Determination of chloride in serum and cells - Inasmuch as a digestion 
method provides the best available procedure for direct analysis of chloride 
present in cells, as a matter of unitormity and convenience, the Sunderman-
Williams method (42), with slight lIlOdifications, was used for all chloride 
analyses. One ml. samples of serum and cells were weighed in stoppered 
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125 ml. ErleDmeyer flasks. Fifteen ml. ot 1 If KOH were added and the con-
tents of the flasks were digested on a steam bath for one and one-halt hours, 
being swirled occasionally. in order to saponify any fats present. Blank 
analyses. containing only the 15 ml. of KOH. were treated in the same manner. 
Atter cooling to room t~perature. two drops of methyl orange indicator 
.ere added to each flask. Six W BlfOa was added to the blank. drop by drop •. 
• ith gentle agitation until the end point of the indicator had been reached. 
and the amount required .as noted. The same quantity of BNOa was then added 
to the flasks containing the serum and cells. The end point tor the indi-
cator could be seen in the serum solutions but could not be seen in the cell 
solutions. HOwever. a coagulation of the cell protein gave a visible indi-
oation that the end point had been reached. One ml. of 0.15 WAgNOa was 
then added to each of the flasks l • followed by 5 mi. of concentrated RlOa. 
The contents of the tlasks were digested on a steam bath overnight. This 
oaused the black sediment in the cell suspensions to disappear leaving a 
clear yellow solution. The solutions were cooled to room temperature and 
the sides of the vessel' washed with a small amount ot distilled water. One 
ml. of a saturated solution of ferric alum was added. and the solutions were 
titrated with 0.02 If IfH4CIfS until the tirst definite pink coloration per-
sisted after shaking. The IfB4CIfS solution was standardized by titration 
of weighed amounts of fused .Aglf0a dissolved in apprOximately 20 ml. of water 
-~--.-----.----
1 In experiments in which WaCl was added to the blood. 1.50 ml. of 0.15 W 
AgN0a was added. 
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to .nich was added 5 ml. of concentrated BN03 and 1 ml. of the saturated 
ferric alum solution • 
.Determination ot H2O present in serum and cells - The per cent ot water 
present in serum and cells was determined by weigniug 1 ml. samples in 
1f.ighing bottles containing two pieces of 9 em. filter paper, previously 
dried tor two hours at 1100 C., and drying the contents overnignt at 1100 C. 
Determination of per cent oxygen-saturation otwhole blood - The per 
cent oxygen-saturation ot the equilibrated blood (corrected tor dissolved 
02 with the tactor ot Sendroy, Dillon, and Van Slyke (37) was determined as 
described by Van Slyke and Neill (50). Because the removal ot samples of 
the whole blood trom the moditied centrifuge tube before centrifugation was 
not deemed advisable, these determinations were made on another portion ot 
blood, equilibrated with gas mixtures similar to those being used tor equil-
ibration with the blood in the modified centrifuge tubes. fhis indirect 
method was used after it bad been established that the value obtained was 
comparab.1.e to the value found by direct anal18is 0 t the blood in the moditied 
centrifuge tube within limits which resulted in negligible errors in the 
carbamate calculations. 
Control ot cell pH measurements - Although control experiments showed 
that when blood was one day old the C02 content did not change appreoiably 
within a period ot several hours, it was tound that the pH ot the cells did 
ohange slightly, tor the most part, preswaably due to the t01"JU.tion of non-
volatile acids. Theretore, the change in pH with time was determined for 
----------------------------------.---~-----.. ------'"---~~---~------~---------------------. 
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each sample of cells. By extrapolation, the pH at "zero time", the time 
atter which slight changes occurring in the cellS are not completely trans-
ferred to the serum, was determined. This time was arbitrarily set at 15 
minutes after centrifugation had started. Because the change in pH with 
time was small, of the order of 0.015 pH units per hour, and fairly uniform, 
an error in estimating the "zero time" is negligible. 
The change in pH of cells from fresh blood with tiae was found to be of 
the order of 0.040 pH units per hour, and this rate of change varied, being 
less as time progressed. Sinoe the exact "zero time" was not known (this 
time would probably vary, depending on the level of the oells), it was not 
possible to get an accurate estimation of the pH of the cells in equilibrium 
with the serum by the method of extrapolation used for one day old blood. 
The addition of NaF to the cells decreased the rate of change in pH. How-
ever, the NaF could Only be added after separation of the serum, since the 
purpose of this series of experiments was to study electrolyte equilibria 
while glycolysis was still active. The rate of change of pH would, there-
fore, be greater during the latter part of centrifugation and the time 
required for removing the cells from the serum, i.e., before the NaFis 
added. As a result, a measure of the change in pH with time after Waf was 
added is inadequate. The relative inorease of CO2 in the cells during the 
tiae required for centrifugation and the removal of the cells was found to 
be negligible, and further formation of C02 was stopped almost completely by 
the addition of Waf to the cellS. Enough Waf was placed in the vessel 
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receiving the cells tor CO2 analyses to torm a 0.25 per cent solution. 





The pH of serum or cells is calculated as 
pH = E - e 
2.3026RT 
F 
in which E is the total e.m.f. ot the system, e is the resultant e.m.f. 
ot the silver-silver chloride and the mercury-calomel electrodes, R is the 
gas constant in volt-coulombs per degree, F is Faraday's oonstant in cou-
lombs, end T is the absolute temperature. The value ot e is obtained by 
stendardization with 0.05 K potassium acid phthalate, the pH of which is 
taken to be 4.023 at 37.00 C. (29). Correotions are applied to the pH 
values calculated in this manner, baaed on determinations with a phosphate 
buffer having a pH value of 7.366 at 37.00 C. (20). (See Table I.). 
to(H+] is oalculated as 
(22) -antilog pH 
The total CO2 content of serum and oells in millimols per kilo of 
sample is oalculated as 




in whioh f is the revised factor of Van Slylee end Sendroy (61) for 1.0 ml. 
samples at 2.0 co. volume, and with S equal to 3.6 mI. for serum and 7.0 ml. 
tor cells. G i8 the speoifio gravity ot the serum or cells, and W is the 






Correction Factor for 0.05 Potassium Acid Phthalate Buffer 
Exp. No. Ca11'lulated Observed Correction 
pli370 pH37° 
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1. 7.366 7.355 O.Oll 
2. 7.366 7.340 0.026 
III 3. 7.366 7.353 0.013 
II: 
4. 7.366 7.344 0.022 I 5. 7.366 7.344 0.022 I 
6. 7.366 7.348 0.016 
II 














1 converts the caloulated value from millimols per liter to millimols per 
~ 
kilo. pC02, the pressure of oarbon dioxide at 2.0 00. volume, is oaloulated 
as 
Pl and P2 are discussed above (p.21) and 0 is obtained trom readings in 
the blank analyses. 
The value for oells is oorrected for the presence of 3 per oent of 
serum by the equation 
(25) aM C02lkgm. oells (corr.) : 
100 x mJ( C02/kgm. oells - 3 x DIM co2fkgm. serum 
91 
The values for oells from fresh blood were increased by three per cent, to 
oorreot for the addition of saponin solution. 
(21 ) 
Millimols of CO2 per kilo of water is calculated by the equations: 
for serum, 
for oells, 
Total [C02 ] S = mJ( C02l'kgm.. x 100 lI2Oa" 
Total [C02] 0 = mil C02fkgm. x 100 
H20c 
H20s is the per oent of water in serum, and ~Oo is the per cent of water 
in oells. 
(28) 
The CO2 tension, in ma. Bg, is oaloulated as 
pC02 = per oent CO2 x (B - W) 
100 
Per cent C02 is determined by analysis of the gas sample; B is the baro-
metrio pressure, and • is equal to 41.2, the vapor pressure otwater at 
o 31.0 C. 
i2 
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1he amount of physioally dissolved CO2, in millimole per kilo of water, 
is oaloulated by the equations: 
(29 ) for serum, [B2C03] s - 1000 x 0( x pC02 x 100 
160 x 22.2' x ~s H20s 
(30) for oel18, [H2C03] 0 
-
1000 x 0( x pC02 x 100 
760 x 22.24 x ~o -B200 
0( is the 00. ot CO2, measured under standard oonditions, dissolved per 00. 
of fluid under 160 mm. CO2 pressure. For serum, 0( is taken as 0.522 at 
31.00 C. For cells, 0<. is taken as 0.450 at 31.00 C. These n.lues were 
derived trom the values at 38.00 C. given by Van Slyke, Sendroy, Bastings, 
and Neill (53), by aSSuming the temperature eftect is the same as on ~C02 
in water. Gs is the specific gravity ot the serum, determined by weighing 
1.0 :ral. samples. Go is the speoifio gravity ot cell suspensions, assumed in 
all cases to be equal to 1.106. 
(31) 
(32) 
The total bound C02' in millimole per kilo otwater, is oaloulated a8 
tor serum, 
tor oells, 
[002] 8 = Total [CO2] a 
[C02 ] c : Total [C02] c 




tor aerum, [B003] a = [C02 J s - serwa carbamate 
tor oells, [BC03] 0 = [C02] 0 - oell oarbamate 
Carbamate is oaloulated by the equations of Stadie and O'Brien (41): 
37 
x (35) for serum, 1 
r7!Am = 




x (36) for oells, 
-
-
1 l' C02 
(H6-) 
The value of 1..&m!K'002 for serum at 310 C. is taken as 2.2. The value of 
KJmIK'C02 for completely oxygenated cells at 37
0 C. is taken as ~.2, and for 
completely reduced cells at 370 C. as 8.2. These values were derived from 
the values at 380 C. given by Stadie and O'Brien (41). The change in KAm 
due to a change in temperature from 380 C. to 310 O. 1s ~alculated by using 
the van't Hoff equation 
(37) 2.3 log I: = Q{l - 1 1 
'I' lrtY F/ 
Qis taken to be 17,000 calories as found by Stadie and O'Brien (41). A 
5 per cent decrease in lAm 1s found. 1'002 decreases by one per cent in 
going from 380 C. to 3~ C. This 1s derived from the knowledge that pKt C02 
increases by 0.005 units for a temperature deorease of 10 C. (8). The 
assumptions made by these authors, that the values of lAmiKt C02 tor human 
blood are the same as for horse blood, and that the values vary proportion-
ately wi. th the degree of oxygenation of the hemoglobin, have also been 
assumed in this paper •. (Pr-) is oaloulated by equation (12) of Van Slyke, 
Hastings, Hiller, and Sendro1' (47): 
(38) (Pr-)· BP a • 0.104 x grama of protein x (pHs .. 5.08) 
The value. 70 grams of protein per liter. is used for all sera for whioh 
specitic gravity determinations indicate that this value is within a raage 
which permits adequate accuracy. In the sucrcse experiments halt of this 
value is used. (Bb-) is oalculated by the equations 01' Dill. Edwards. aRd 
Consolazio (9): 
(39) for oxygenated blood, 
(Bb-) • Bb02. [-0.5(PBc )2 + 10.625PBc - 48.46] 
(40) tor reduced blood 
(Bb-) : :ab. [-0.214(pBc)2 + 6.207pB - 31.97] 
Db02 represents the oombined oxygen present. and is expressed in terms ot 
mll per liter ot blood. It is obtained by multiplying the oxygen-combining 
oapaoity ot the blood by the per oent saturation of hemoglobin tound tor 
eaoh group ot equilibrium gas mixtures (see Table II). Db is tound by sub-
traot1ng Bb02 trom the oxygen-oombining oapaoity 01' the blood. Hamatocrit 
values are used to oonTert milli-equiTalents per liter 01' blood to milli-
equivalents per liter 01' oells. 
The conoentration 01' chloride, in millimol. per kilo of sample, present 
in serum and cells is oaloulated in the usual stoiohiometric manner. The 
value tor cell chloride is corrected for the presence 01' 3 per oent of serum 
as ShOWD for C02 in equation (23). Millimels of ohloride per kilo of water 
in serum and oella is oaloulated as shown tor CO2 in equations (24) and (25). 
TABLE II 







Tension Capacity I Content I Saturation 
m.'1l. Hg I mM pe r 1. 1 roM pe r 1. ,1 
! i I 
---------------'/----------------+'--... "--.. '.,, .. -'.'-.---------"'1 '.---." --',--,-- - --l,,-- .. 
i I I I 
Re:tduoed j I 1 I, 






I 40 i 8.56 i 0.225 2.6 
i 100 i 9.00 0.509 I 5.6 
---I, "-""'-~--'" --i -0.' ---.. ---.~-,-.-•• --- -,--~-----~--.'''--,--••• - .... " .. ---
15 9.62 9.4-8 I 98.6 
40 9.62 9.47 98.5 
100 8.56 96.7 
39 
40 
The per oent of water in serua and oells is oaloulated from the loss 
in weight of the samples. The Talue for oells is oorreoted for the presenoe 
of serum as shawn for CO2 in equation (23). 
Experimental 
Experiments were carried out in which blood was equilibrated with gas 
mixtures containing approximately 15, 40, or 100 DIm. of CO2• Studies were 
made on oxygenated blood, by using CO2 and air, and on reduced blood, by 
using C02 and li2. Usually experiments with oxy,enated and reduced blood at 
the same CO2 tension were carried out simultaneously, on separate portions 
of the same blood. In the first series of experiments, the results of which 
are recorded in Tables III and IV, the blood was allowed to stand overni,ht, 
that ,lycolysie would be at a minimum on the day of the experiment (25). 
This was done in order to eliminate as much as possible the change in pH and 
C02 content ot the cells aiter separation from the serum.2 A second series 
of experiments were perfor.med in which tresh blood was used. No attempt was 
made to interfere with or decrease the normal glycolysis. Wi thin an hour 
after the blood was collected, it was equilibrated with an air, or ~, mix-
ture containing CO2 at a desired tension. The results of these experiments 
are recorded in Tables V and VI. For the third series ot experiments, the 
........ _ .. ___ P ___ _ 
2 Because the addition of salts was to be avoided in this series of experi-
ments, a ,lycolysis inhibitor was not added to the blood. Instead, 
glycolysis was allowed to oontinue for twenty four hours after the blood 
was drawn. As a result of this action, lactic acid is for.med. Because 
of this, there is a decrease in the amount of available base, so. that the 
CO2- combining power and pH of the one day old blood are lower than they 
are tor tresh blood. 
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TABLE III 
RESULTS OF ANALYSES OF 1 DAY OLD BLOOD EQUILIBRA'l'ED WITH CO2 A]\TD AIR AT 370 C. 
~~·II PCO;'-r--He~~~iobi'n ·I·~~f~~T~:·~ilS~:: .. r;.;~~!.te 
_J .. nun 'RgtD&~~~~r;-lpe:~onte_'r_'_nent I pe~_.:t . ·oent 
1;1' 2i~6 
2. 17.2 






164.7 i 65.1 
tJ;:~ 
















I,i. 450 •4 I 6636.6 i 91.0 





























8.76 ! 46.6 65.7 91.1 
9.04 ! 47.8 64.6 91.1 
6.79 51.5 66.2 91.0 
9.16 48.9 65.5 91.3 
9.74 48.5 63.9 91.4 
8.72 37.6! 68.0 92.1 
7.76 i 38.8 I 65.1 90.6 
8.64 ,46.4 I 65.7 91.3 






1 12 •18 --!--3-~6ri--o;g()'---'T --0."'72 . 
11.42 ! 3.61 ,0.64 0.57 
































































9. 7.226',7.068 ~.695 
10. 7.242 7.090 0.704 
I ' 11. 7.27817.138 D.724 
12. 7.211!7.061 -----























14. ,7.318 7.1460.674 76.5 i 112.4 
15. 17.2867.11610.676 ! 78.:i 1110.7 
i;:_.j; :~~~.! ~ :i~~ 19:~~!,. L ,_~~ :::;_l.i~_~;_6_. 
18."\'7:063-;6.961 10.791 
19. 7.063!6.951 ~.774 
20. I 7.07816.977 ~.792 
21. I 6.95316.858 1~·803 






























40 nun. CO2 
'Ig:'~;~ :'i~:!~ ~~:;: 
'0.741 17.63 22.97 
10.729 17.13 22.25 
:0.695 16.29 21.12 
iO.677 14.39 19.56 
0.6631 14.79 20.13 
0.706! 14.61 18.57 
0.667: 16.41 21.90 
! 
0.681! 13.58 18.93 
0.706 I 13.85 18.82 g;;;~J i;:It .. L ~g:~: 
100 rom. CO2 
, ' 
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31. i 38.7 
~~_~J_37.4 
33. ! 95.3 






, ..... ----1 -.'.' . --- .- --- "."' ,-.-_ . 
9.65 48.7 64.8 90.9 22.33 ! 8.61 45.2 65.3 91.4 I 21.11 i i 8.93 45.1 1 64.4 91.9 24.78 i I I 8.72 45.8 L 64.1 91.3 21.52 1 
-- ----..... -.- -." -
J 
40 rom. CO2 
8~5-6--------r---46~-6----·-r--·6fr~-3---r--9T~r .. -- T 17.85 
8.67 I 47.6 ! 65.8 1 90.5 I 17.53 
, 9.16 I 48.3 i 65.4 ! 91.5 I 18.62 






































































TABLE IV (oontinued) 
_~qPH. r ; [C-1]~--T-Icl]sl,' r--I, IlicoJ o-r-tir'co3Js I .!: 'r [c021, (C02]8 r 
- o(H:f::· i I C1 ' I ; H'''O; -CO ; ii I 'v 3 i 2 
.. -· .. --'1----·----· .. ;.----; -------- -.- • - . -1 - ----i - -- -----·;-·-----r---·--- ---... ; .-----\-------.--- ---- i . - .-; - " "--.. - '---"- -
_J. __ ~ __ imM./kJ.10 imM./ln10 I :mM./Jn.10 I mM./ln10 ' imM .{~J.10 lTIl\'1.t.o.lo ( __ H20 J .. H2°.1 j H2~ ___ 1 __ ~2° .L ____ ..I H20 H20 
--1: .-------+--.-1'- --. -
23. i 7.478 !7.283 10.641 
24. 117.473 !7.263 0.617 
25. 7.580 !7.373 0.621 
26. 1!.S0317 ~278 LO.596 
---~--. 1'- , 
27. i 7.343 :7.155 !0.647 
28. 7.308 :7.148:0.692 
29. 7.315 :7.168 iO• 713 
30.7.293 7.118 0.669 
31. 17.32317.138 0.653 
32. 17.32617.142 0.654 

















































"7---·-- ·-'·----i-~'- .-~~----! -----r--··------'r-"'" -' -~-"' 1 
j 7.068 6.9280.725 i 85.5 i 106.1 1°.806 1
1 
26.91 I 
7.088 6.938 0.708 85.6 '106.2 10.815 27.19' 
7.073 6.9580.767 85.9 105.0 1°.8181 28.17 







































16.27 : 0.781 
17.11 i 0.734 





























results of which are recorded in Table VII, only oxygenated blood, one day 
old, at a CO2 tension of approximately 40 mm., was used. These experiments 
involved a studf of the effects upon the electrolyte distribution in blood 
of alteration of the chloride or bioarbonate concentration, and of the addi-
tion of isotonic sucrose sclution. 
Alteration of chloride and bioarbonate concentration - For experiments 
in which chloride was to be increased, the fresh blood was centrifuged, a 
portion of the serum was removed, and approximately 100 milliequivalent. per 
liter ot NaC1 were added. For the experiments in whioh bicarbonate was to 
be increased, approximately 30 mi11iequiva1ents per liter of Na2C03 were 
added to a portion ot serum. For experiments in which bicarbonate or chloride 
was to be removed, 12 ml. ot serum, approximately halt ot the serum in a 
45 mI. sample ot blood, was dialyzed in a cellophane bag against two 12-liter 
portions of distilled water for one hour each. lIhen low bicarbonate was 
desired, Ca+-+, JIg + +, and H2P04- were added to the dialyzed serum in amount 
sufficient to give normal conoentrations, and enough NaCl was added so that 
the total salt concentration was again approximately 160 milliequivalent. 
per liter. When low oh1oride was desired, tae Ca+ +, »g++, and ~4-
were added, and enough 5a2C03 was added so that a total salt ooncentration 
ot 160 milliequivalents per liter was present. The globulin which had come 
out of solution, due to the removal ot salts by dialysis, was redissolved. 
The "artificial serum" was then returned to the remainder of the blood sample. 
41 
Dilution of serum with isotonic sucrose solution - For the sucrose 
experiments, the serum was diluted with approximately an equal Tolume ot 
ten per cent suorose solution. In all oases, the treated biood was weil 
mixed and allowed ·to stand in the refrigerator overnight. Control experi-















I Cell I H20 
I per 
... -.-... , ...... -...... --.~ .. -." ,_ ..... . 
8.85 i 47.2 
,8.50 1 44.6 
i. 







! ICarbamate . 
per oent per oent 
I 
I.J 
15 rom. CO2 
I • . ... I - . 
1
1 91.5 /14.05 
_ f. 91.6 .' )12.09 
















CO2 Al~D AIR AT 37° C. 
..... -n----·-·------··-·. '1 
Serum ;(j12COsJ 0 i 
Carbamate! ! 
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1 ! 0.48 
10.66 
, ~ 


















- -.------------'-'-, ' 
24.90 
19.94 
f~c .. ,,~'~. ,--', ~-,.-~ '<'--1'-' - - I ' .. '-. 
10 • 717 20.10 I' 25.78 l' 0.780 
10.723 16.23 20.65 0.786 
"J ,_ '.,' -. .. -' '_"._".' ,_"",_ ,',"",-,',.-",--, "~-,,,-,-,---,,-," 
--r~---<-]. ----< 
45. \ 40.1 9.65 
46. ; 36.5 7.76 










40 rnm. CO2 
4.02 
4.86 
65~·~-«~-T~~~~--'«>-'-·18. 93 '---r'-'-3 .47 
6~_~9_J91:-=~ ____ 18.02 t 3.48 












~ _________________ 2~ 
40 mm. CO2 
-T~---T·""-·"---;-----r- ... --"------ -r- --. ----I' -. i 
39. 17.328 ll' 7.195 ! 0.7361 76.0 [107.4 10. 708! 
I 1 I I 
40. L7 ~~~_~_1.:.~~~61 0.662J_:8:~ ____ ~~.9~4_~_.J~~.~.~.~, 
··--'1-·'· .. ·_·· ..'.' -.... ·r .. - ...... 
19.47 27.11 10.718 
15.92 22.18 0.717 
." '."'_'.' ___ ....... _ ..... , ...... __ ._._ .. 1... 
100 mm. CO2 
10 •737 
10 • 782 
.,1. ........ . 
------ - -----"""-
TABLE VII 
RESULTS OF ANALYSES OF 1 DAY OLt BLOOD IN rmICH CHLORIDE OR BICARBONA1'E CONCENTRATION 
HAS BEEN ALTERED. (BLOOD EQUILIBRATED WITH 40 mm. CO AND AIR AT 370 C.) -ExP'".~T-"-p~~~--'ll- H;;ogl~bi~'!---' 'ceii---r-'"'c~eil'--rs;~~;,- -- -r -'ceii' -"'I Se-~~ I[H~co3Jo-- -- rH~co~ls-' 
EO. J ___ 'J 2 _ _ _! V:~lum~ I _H20 i H2 0 Carbamate I Carbama~el _ 
__ J~.Hb l~i~~~ 1. [PAr Genttr Gentrr .ent, per oent I per Gen~t~ilo m"H~i10 
- - - -. Low Bicarbonate 
49. I 32.8 ! 8.64 ~ 46.4 65.7 91.3 I 10.66 I 3.45 
50. J 36.8 'I 9.26 I 48.7 66.4 91.4 10.11 I 3.41 
51. 27.9 I 8.64 ! 47.6 66.3 91.8 j 8.58 I 3.26 
_ ~ __ ~~_~_._~!:t __ J. __ ~,~~; ____ ,J_ :~:~ _ ~:::._,J ~i:~ _._ '" ~:~~ '_". ~:~! 




56. I 38.5 9.76 57. I 33.0 8.57 



























45.2 7.76 I 38.8 65.1 I 90.6 I 9.38 









6.72 I!. 6.72 . 
8.80 I 
8.80 i 
- .. -- " "'" _______ 1. 
5.58 
5.58 
37.6 i i 
























Isotonio Sucrose Solution Added 
27.5 'I 62.0 I 91.5 10.88 I 1.57 
27.5 ___ """ 61.9"J 91.5 1l.43.l 1.59 
I 1.20 I 
























,_J 1.24 1.10 
.. ".~~ ........ ,."'-'- --- _ .. ,.-.. ,"-""_",,,,-'''',,--''''--'' 
1.46 ! 



















7.160 \7.032 0.745 
7 .1 7~ 17 .Q~5 ! ---.. : 
59. 7.231:7.0610.678 
60. 7.432? .203 :0.590 II 
61. 7.fi69 r.306 \0.547 















, I i 63. 7.211 !7.061 ,----- I 77.8 
64. 1 7•198 !7 .058 ----- I 126.4 
65. 17.27017.132 0.727 i 118.2 
66 '_.l?.!},?2_..'! '12~ ° ~_?!E)J_.!19 ~7 
67. 17.069 11.11411.109 









10.681 I ~.706 I 











0.715 ' 15.21' 
I 
0.736 15.41 I 
0.763 10.76 jl 
19.61 0.776 
19.48 i 0.791 
13.34 I 0.807 [ 
[0.716 I I g:~:~ g:~~ 14.98 I 0.843 16.20 .1. 0.843. I 129.9 
,.L 
Low Chloride 
.1. ... _ ... __ .. _ .... __ ,~, ......... . 
, 
105.8 iO.696 I 15.33 
113.0 10.669 i 15.51 
74.7 iO•566 I 26.03 
75.0 10.568 I 26.12 
20.89 I 0.734! 17.07 21.62 
20.34 I 0.762 i 17.15 21.06 
50.70 0.513 i 30.97 52.83 






io.667 1 16.41 21.90 
1
10.613 21.44 I 34.78 
0.598 I 19.28 l 32.86 









I 181.7 :0.696 j , 
14.61 I 18.57 I 0.787 I 16.00 I 
14.24 i 18.48 0.770 15.84 
i~;~tJ.~~~~;_J,'.~.~~~J .t;:~t . j 175.2 iO.675 I 177.2 10 •675 .... _ .... ,_ ...... _____ ... .1' .... __ ,' ...... __ . 





59.5 j1.151 15.13 I 12.36 









i 0.651 I 0.664 









Results and Discussion 
The results of the expertaenta! work are best described graphically a8 
shown in Figs. 3 to 11. The values in Tables III to VII of the distribution 
ratios for [ t:X.. H"'], [Cl ] , [BC03 ], and [ecr2 ] are plotted against pH of 
the serum. The straight lines represent the best lines 1I'h1ch can be f1 tted 
to the experimental points. Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6 illustrate the results with 
normal blood, i.e., without the addition or removal of chloride, bicarbonate, 
or sucrose. The results for fresh blood, in which glycolysis was active, 
are plotted with the results for blood one day old, in which glycolysis was 
at a mirdDmm. Because a closer approximation of true values tor the pH of 
the cells trOD!. tresh blood is desirable, the values tor !.«H+ are not 
inoluded. Although agreement is only tair in the alkaline pH range, almost 
allot the points tall within an experimental error range. Therefore, it 
seems evident that glycolysis has no ettect upon the distribution of ditfUs-
ible ions across the red blood cell membrane~,atleast insotar as tor those 
ions tested. 
Fig. 7 represents a oomposite of Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6, together with 
the oalculated curves ot Van Slyke, Wu, and McLean (55). The tollowing tacts 
may be observed from this graph: 
1. There is tair agreement tor the slopes of the ourves tor [o(H+] , [C1], 
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Fig. 3. The ohange in the distribution ra.tio for [o(H+] 
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Fig. 4. The ohange in the distribution ratio ror reI] 
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Fig. 5. The ohange in the distribution ratio for [HC03] 
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0.50 L-_-'-_---I __ -'--_ ...... __ ...... _ ...... _......I __ ...... ____ ..., 
6.9 7.0 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.7 7.8 
pH SERUM 
Comparison of observed ourves for [<XH+] , [C1J, [Hco31, and [CO2]. with ourves of the Van Slyke 
group from oa1nu1ated values of ~ (1923) (1925) 
59 
60 
2. The curve fer [ca] in oxygenated blood (solid lines) is approximately 
parallel to the curve tor reduced blood. 
S. The curves for [o(H1"] and Cr!rr2 ] in oxygenated blood (solid lines) are 
approximately parallel but are not parallel to the curves for reduced blood. 
4:. The curves found for [0( H+ J _ [Cl ] _ and [mf2 ] in reduced blood are 
in good agreement wi til the calculated curves of Van Slyke t I group (66). The 
di.tanoe between the curves for (Cl] in oxygenated and reduced blood_ 
representing the effect upon the distribution ratios ot the greater base-
binding power of oxygenated hemoglobin, approximates that predicted by Van 
Slyke, Tfu, and MoLean. This i8 also true of the curves for [002 ]. In the 
case ot Ex H + ], the curves tor reduced and oxygenated blood intersect. 
This i8 in agreement with the results of Dill, Edwards, and Consolazio, who 
calCUlated pH tram their Talues for combined-C02 and B2COs• 
6. The cur-res for [BC03] in oxygenated and reduced blood are approximately 
parallel, but are not parallel to the other curves. 
6. The CUM'es for [He0a ] are not in agreement with the prediction of 
Van Slyke, Wu, and McLean for the etfect of oxygenation of the hemoglobin. 
The distance between the two curves is too smal.1.. 
In order to have conformation with Donnan' 8 law, the thermodynamic 









Since the concentration of 01, HCO:s, and 002 has been fOUlld in terms of mol-






y H003c [HCO:s]c 
'YBC0:Ss [HC03Js 
_ 'Y -atr 20[ mS" 2J c 
- r C02.(mS"2] • 
Differences in Y for cells and .erma will thus result in deTiations from 
equality when molal concentrations are used ~ oaloulating the ratios of the 
distribution of the diffusible ions. The value for )fOlo may be obtained 
Y01. 
by diTiding eaoh [0<.. H +]s 
[cX.H-tJ o 
value by the [ 01 ]c 
( 01]. 
value for the SeJlle 
pH aJld degree of oxygenation. The Y HCO:s c 
YHCO:s s 
and Y -m5'2 c 
y CO2 • 
values may 
be obtained similarly. When this i. done, for reduced blood at a serum pH 
of 1.', the relation above becomes 
: 0.94 -
-
which i. in agreement with the oalculated values of Rapoport and Guest (:S5). 
From. this it is seen that by applying the oarb8lll8.te corrections, the [BOO:s] 
results obtained are in good aocord with those d8IIl.anded by DoJana,Uts law. 
HOwever, the ratio of the actiTity ooefficients for bicarbonate will not be 
oonsistent with Variations in pH, due to the difference in the slopes of the 
curves for [BOO:s] and [c< H+] in reduced bleod. The ratio of the actiTity 
ooefficients for total bOUlld 002 will be consistent with Variations in pH. 
ra----------------~ 
Its low value indicates either that there is in cells an inactive part, 
presumably the oarbamate, or that in the cells ~ for total combined-C02 is 





This is in agreement with the tindings of Hastings, Sendroy, McIntosh, and 
Van Sl1ke (21). 
The tact that the curves for [0( H + ] and [mr~ ] in oxygenated blood 
have slopes different trma thoBe tor reduced blood, but are approximately 
parallel to one another suggests that the activity ooetficient for the total 
bound CO2 is different for oxygenated and reduced blood, and that this dif-
ference is reflected in hydrogen ion aoti vi ty measurements. This could 
account for the faot that the curves for [0( H + ] in oxygenated and reduced 
blood intersect. 
!be possibility that the calculations for bicarbonate are, in part, 
incorrect, seem to be suggested by the following faotsa 
1. The slopes ot the ourves for [HooS ] in reduoed and oxygenated blood 
are ditferent from those tor the other blood couti wents studied. 
2. The non-agreement of these two curves with the prediction of Van Slyke, 
Wu, and McLean (55) for the ettect of oxygenation of the hemoglobin. 
S. The apparent non-relationship of [HOOS ] and [o(H -t J, as indicated 
by the tact that the oxygenation ot the hemoglobin does not ohange the slope 
r 
for [mOS]. but does chaDge the slope of the curve for FK H +]. 
Stadie and O'Brien (4:1) determined their values for ltAll by using dialyzed 
hemoglobin solutions to which were added known. amounts of .aBe0S and NaCl. 
Thus, they were able to calculate Hb- by the equation 
(4:5) (B+) -
-
(B +). the anilable base. is the total base les8 chloride. (Hb.Am -) was 
determin.d. (Be0S -) i. found by subtracting (Bb Am -) from the total bound 
CO2• which was determined. In cell hemolysates. there are present anions 
other than chloride and bicarbona.te. The amount of these anions must be 
known in order to determine (B +) and, thus. calculate (Hb-) from equation 
(4:2). Because an accurate estimation of th.s. anions is difficult. the 
equations of Dill. Edwards, and Consolazio (9) .... re used for calculating 
(Bb-) in ceU hemolysates. Xhis m.thod of determining (Bb-) might b. a 
souroe of error in the oalculations for bicarbonate. 
Figs. 8, 9, 10. and 11 illustrate the results of the expertaents involv-
ing the alteration of the bicarbona.te or chloride concentration. The solid 
line represents the best straight line found for the results with normal 
oxygenated blood. The experta.ntal pOints approximate the path of the nonU.1 
line within the limits of the range of experim.ntal error. Thus, the exper-
ta.nts in ... hich bicarbonate was increased or deoreased show that the response 
of !<m'2 to a given change of the serum pH 1s the same if the change 1s pro-
duced by al t.ring bicarbonate as it is ... hen CO2 t.nsion is vari.d. The 
change of r 0(11+ , r , 
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Fig. 8. 
pH SERUM 
The effect of alteration of the chloride or bioarbonate 
concentration upon the distribution ratio for [C<H~ 
The solid line represents the observed values for 
normal oxygenated blood. 
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Fig. 9. 
pH SE RUM 
The effect of alteration of the ohloride or bioarbonate 
oonoentration upon the distribution ratio for [el]. 
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Fig. 10. 
pH SERUM 
The effect of alteration of the chloride or bicarbonate 
conoentration upon the distribution ratio for [HCOS]. The solid line represents the observed values for 
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The effect of alteration of the chloride or bicarbonate 
oonoentration upon the distribution ratio for [~2]. 
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manner in whioh the serum pH is changed. The experiments 111 whioh chloride 
is increased or decreased sh~ that the relationship of r 
"""01 
to serum pH is 
DOt afteoted by either aotioJil.. The relatiollShip of !. o(H 1- , 
r to serum pH is likewise not attected. 
-C02 
It, as Peters' group (34) suggests, there are actiTe and inactiTe trao-
tions tor the ditfusible ions, the inactiTe traction must be present 111 
amounts 80 small that a tifty per oent ohange ot the actiTe traction does 
not result in a change in the proportion ot the inactiTe tracticn sufficient 
to cause an appreciable ettect in the distribution ratios. Theretore, it 
carbamate is an inactiTe traction ot the total combined-C02, its concentra-
tion is too large to permit the suggestion ot Peters' group to be Ta11d. 
The experiments with isotonio sucrose solution otter some interesting 
information. From. TabJ.e VII, r 0( T, r r 
- H .;..el' -..aco' and !co ' determined in 2 3 
the usual manner, are oalouJ.ated to haTe an aTe rage Talue ot 1.080, 1.149, 
1.220, and 1.354, respectiTely, at an aTerage serum pH of 7.083 for oxygen-
ated blood. The tollOWing relationship therefore ex1ats. 
(46) 
: 0.94 [01]0 
[OlJs 
-
[uco,] c 0.89 
-r-UC""O-3-j-s = 
This indicates apparent oomplianoe with Domlllll t s law. The redistribution of 
ohloride and bicarbonate, to restore the Talues ot !. to those of normal blood, 
which Peters' group looked for, and oould not find, would require a transter 
of potassium ions through the red blood ceJ.l membrane. This would be neces-
sary so that electrical neutrality be maintained, since both ohloride and 
69 
bicarbonate would be passing through the membrane in the same direction. 
HOwever. the fact that the values of ~ differ from those ot normal blood is 
explained. at least qualitatively, by the realization that the conoentration 
ot sodium ion present in the serum is reduced by dilution with isotonic 
sucrose solution. Sinoe sodium ion is restrained. in some manner, trom dit-
fusing through the red blood cell membrane, it must be exerting a Donnan 
etrect. (This would also be true of the potassium ions in the cells). 
Since the paper ot Barcrott's group (5), workers seem to have disregarded 
this tact. possibly because serum sodium ions and cell potassium normally 
approximately are equal to each other and. thus, cancel the effect of one 
another. A decrease in serum sodium ions should result in a decrease in the 
Donnan etfect ot this nondiftusible positive ion and, consequently, a 
decrease in the tendence tor an excess concentration of diffusible negative 
ions of serum over that ot these negative ions in the cells. This may be 
more easily visualized by considering the sodium ion separately from the 
other nondittusible ions. and by considering its efteot on the distribution 
of the diffusible pair ot ions, hydrogen and chloride. Thus. at equilibrium 





where the straight line represents the red blood cell membrane. For the 
sam.e reasons discussed conoerning Ella -+] and [Cl-] in the introduotion of 
this paper. it tol.1ows that [Cl- ] serum is greater than [Cl-] oell. 
and [H + ] serum i8 less than [H + ] oells. A decrease in the ooncentration 
of the sodium Without a deorease ot the same magnitude of the diffusible 
ions. beoause the oell oonstituents are not diluted. would result in a de-
orease of the extent of the unequal distribution of the diffusible ions. 
As a result of this change in sodium effect. the overall distribution in 
whole blood will be changed. so that the values of [dittusible cations J s 
tdiffusible oations J 0 
and [diffusible anions]s 
[diffUsible aDlons]o 
will be increased. This i8 in agreement with 
the experimental data presented in this paper. Dilution of the serum pro-
teinwould tend to have the reverse effeot. Hawever. its oonoentration is 
so small in oomparison to that of the sodium ion that its effect should be 
almost negligible. Beoause sodium ion concentration betore and after dilu-
tion with the isotonio sucro.e solution was not determined. a quantitative 
estimation of the expeoted change in the distribution ratio. r. cannot be 
-
made at thi s time. 
Peters' group (34) objeoted to the use b)" Van Slyke's group ot !.G(H+ 
as a base line for the comparison of activit)" ooefticient ratios because of 
the use of saponin to hemol)"ze the red blood oells in pH determinations. a 
treatment whioh Peters' group say ·profoundly alters the state ot the 
'11 
saponin solution used in the expert.ental work of this paper was tested, 
first on a phosphate buffer solution at the pH range of blood, and then 
directly on cell hamolysate. The test with the phosphate buffer solution 
showed that the saponin solution in itself had no effect upon the pH being 
measured. The test with the cell hemolysate was carried out by preparing 
a suspension of oells from one day old blood, hemolyzed by alternate freez-
ing and thawing, and transferring it to two vessels over Hg, one of which 
oontained saponin solution in amount equivalent to that used for hemolysis 
in the experimental work of this paper. The pH of the two portions were 
then immediately measured in a glass electrode. No effeot in the hydrogen 





1. The distribution of the diffusible ions, hydrogen, chloride, bicar-
bonate, and total combined -C02 between serum and cells of human blood has 
been studied over the pH range 7.0 to 7.8, in oxygenated and reduced blood. 
2. It has been found that glycolysis has no effect on the distribution 
of these ions. 
~. The experimentally determined distribution ratios in reduced blood 
at pHs = 7.4 have been found to be related as follows: 
= 0.93 = 0.94 
[eXH + ] represents hydrogen ion activity, electrometrically determined. 
and [el], [HO03], and [002] represent molalities in terms of mola of 
chloride, bicarbonate, and total combined -C02 per kilo of water. 
4. The changes in the distribution of the diffusible ions studied be-
tween serum and cells with change in serum pH and in degree of oxygenation 
of the hemoglobin approximate those predicted by Van Slyke, Wu, and McLean, 
from the changes in base-binding power of the cell and serum proteins oaused 
by varying pH and degree of oxygenation. 
5. The addition or removal of ohloride or bicarbonate does not affeot 
the change of distribution ratio with change of serum pH. 
6. Dilution of the serma with an isctonic solution of a non-diffusible 
un-ioni,ed substanoe changes the value of the distribution ratios in a man-
ner expeoted. 12 
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